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Presentations were made by: 

Mr. Alexey Grigoriev, IAEA; Mr. Yuri Yudin, IAEA;  

Mr. Stig Isaksson, IAEA; Mr. Stefan Mayer, IAEA;  

Ms. Cristina Alice Margeanu, Romania;  

Mr. Luc Van Den Durpel, Belgium 

 

Presentations have aroused the interest of participants who 
addressed questions, made comments and participate to a 
fruitful discussion on challenging aspects regarding the 
collaboration among countries in nuclear fuel cycle, seen as a 
vital step towards globally sustainable nuclear energy. 

Overview  
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What was presented: 

Mr. A. Grigoriev - Major finding of the 10th INPRO Dialogue Forum  

Mr. Y. Yudin - Safeguards Approaches for Encapsulation  
  Plants and Geological Repositories 

Mr. S. Isaksson - Security perspective on NFC back end  

Mr. S. Mayer - IAEA activities on cooperative solutions for  
  waste repositories  

Ms. C. A. Margeanu – Users’ perspective regarding the  
    collaboration towards sustainable NES  

Mr. L. Van Den Durpel – Considerations on ROADMAPS   
         framework 

 

Overview  
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Mr. A. Grigoriev  

presented the INPRO DF10 objectives, the key questions to be 
addressed  for each of the three topic-specific sessions of the 
Dialogue Forum, specific questions for discussion and results 
obtained. A distinct point of the talk was represented by the 
recommendations and conclusion of the INPRO Dialogue 
Forum 10. The participants succeded to provide a detailed 
overview of different past initiatives related to multilateral 
cooperation in NFC back end indicating why these initiatives 
were not successful. It was pointed out the success of various 
multi-cooperative initiatives on NFC front end, which is now 
fully regulated and well established industrial business. 

Highlights of presentations 
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Mr. Y. Yudin  

presented first the Finish and Swedish encapsulation plant 
and geological repository, as pioniers in the field. Another 
subject treated safeguards generic-state level objectives , the 
approach development , current status and organizational 
landscape. Main challenges safeguarding encapsulation plants 
and geological repositories (EPGR) have been presented, 
insisting on continuous dialogue between all stakeholders (the 
State, operators, EC and IAEA) and integration of safeguards 
requirements in the EPGR design at early possible stages. The 
safeguards concept for encapsulation plants and for geological 
repositories, was also presented.  

Highlights of presentations 
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Mr. S. Isaksson  

presented aspects regarding the nuclear security of regulated 
facilities and activities, especially the transport of the nuclear 
materials. Another subject treated the concept of security 
during the life time of a nuclear facility, from the initial 
planning to its decommissioning. The transport is the most 
vulnerable phase in the life cycle of nuclear and radioactive 
material, taking into account that occurs in the public domain 
(not in well-secured fixed facility) and potentially far away 
from response forces. 

Highlights of presentations 
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Mr. S. Mayer  

talks about the challenges for initiating the multinational 
cooperation for development of a repository programme. 
Based on IAEA documents, the basic scenarios in defining the 
concept of multinational repository have been discussed. The 
subject of multinational repository is a challenging issue as 
Member States have different views on this subject. A new 
document on multinational cooperation was prepared by 
IAEA and will be published soon. The report contains a study 
case - reference scenario, repository siting approach, a staged 
approach to multinational repository implementation, 
considerations on risk management. 

Highlights of presentations 
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Ms. C. A. Margeanu  

consider the cooperation between MS as a necessary and vital 
step towards globally sustainable nuclear energy. She pointed 
out that a solid basis for cooperation  includes identification 
of viable options, based on “win-win“approach, bringing 
together decision makers and experienced technical experts 
from MS, and understanding the standpoints of nuclear 
technology developer countries and user countries. Further 
on, the motivation factors for, and the impediments to, 
cooperation have been highlighted, from the perspective of a 
nuclear technology user country. 

Highlights of presentations 
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Mr. L. Van Den Durpel  

realize an overview on today’s and medium-term projected  
NES, status of uranium resources (RAR and IR), front-end 
inventories and depleted U, amount of SNF used in 2015.  
He propose Energy-BAU / Nuc-BAU NFC Scenario with 
registration of the MS NES options, but also Energy-Sus / 
Nuc-Sus NFC Scenario , till 2050. It transpare the question 
regarding main impediments to go nuclear. Another issue, 
very challenging was related to the potential of international 
initiates and guidance to accelerate/facilitate the use of 
nuclear energy and/or the transition towards enhanced 
sustainable nuclear energy. 

Highlights of presentations 
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- Consideration of cooperative (multilateral) approaches and 
tools in area of fuel cycle is essential for further development 
and implementation of nuclear power. 

- From the safeguards standpoint, geological disposal 
presents certain unique challenges for the IAEA. 

- Existing technologies are used by the Agency to optimize 
resources and apply effective and efficient safeguards to 
geological repositories and encapsulation plants. 

- Given the long time frame for opening, operating and 
closure of geological repositories, advances in technology are 
inevitable and may change the safeguards approach. 

Issues and findings 
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- Intrinsic and integrated security is more effective and less 
expensive than back fitting. 

- Security should be considered during nuclear facility 
lifetime, at an early stage, from planning to decommissioning. 

- Transport is the most vulnerable phase in the life cycle of 
nuclear and radioactive material. 

- More guidance on how to consider the issues related to 
multinational cooperation is needed. 

- Participation in collaborative repository project does not 
remove the requirement for a national policy. 

- Regardless of the IAEA approach, a national policy and 
strategy/national programme for RW management is needed 

Issues and findings 
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- An open question targets the challenging cooperation in 
nuclear comparatively with the easy one in other energy 
producing industries. 

- The answer is also open: strategic nature of nuclear energy 
for energy independency and technology development /  
long term liability issues and high level risks / long term 
commitment for nuclear energy projects / non-proliferation / 
national pride and aspirations ?!  

- Nuclear energy has to be credible and available within the 
next 2 decades as mature option to “all” if we’re serious about 
GHG emission abatement. 

Issues and findings 
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- Modern communication technologies have reinforced all 
stakeholders involvement. 

- Nuclear infrastructure investments are very important, in 
value and in time. 

- Safety and security have to be guaranteed ‘whenever’ & 
‘wherever’,  demanding for proven technology and thus long 
qualification periods before industrial maturity 

- Industrial robustness and flexibility are essential 

- ROADMAPS  has to provide a roadmap-template to MS and 
for use by IAEA-studies to facilitate into ‘Master’ Roadmap. 

Issues and findings 


